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M Symbols 

 
Madonna (IS) - Archangel Gabriel. 

Magazines (ark) - new images and ideas. 

Magenta - a higher etheric spiritual power. 

Maha Chohan - heavenly governing telepathy.  He initiates through organizing through the Law 

Principle. 

Maha Chohan (IS) - domed room with tiers; screen; red carpeted central stairway; tube 

ascending upward. 

Mail (ark) – an initiation that heralds something unexpected such as a new opportunity or 

challenge in the dreamer‘s life. 

Makeup (ark) - to dream that you are applying make-up, signifies that you are trying to cover up 

or conceal a hidden aspect of yourself.  

Makeup (woman with heavy makeup on face) (ark) - concealment of one‘s inconstant nature.   

Mala beads (ark) - a devotional symbol used to build great spiritual power through mind 

steadiness. 

Mala beads (tying mala beads and rosary together) (ark) - blending mind steadiness and 

devotional heart to build greater spiritual power. 

Man - night server.i 

Man (Holy) (ark) - God Realized man; Master. 

Man (fat) (ark) - an indulgent night server. 

Man (short) (ark) - a night server who has little merit. 

Man (tall) (ark) - a meritorious night server. 

Man (unfriendly) - astral underworld inhabitant. 

Manager (ark) - a caretaker or administrator. 

Mandala - The soul’s expression. The Mandala has a mentation1 point but it does not interpret 

 
1Mentation is a knowing dimensional-consciousness. Having mentation, dreams are 

realized in a pure or supreme-consciousness state. In mentation, one functions through the mind 

of God as cognitive union with the first principles centered in the Will of God, the Life of God, 

the Light of, the Love of God.  Mentation is a divine gift of understanding accompanied by a 

pictured fourth and fifth dimensional vision earned through the soul’s action in other lifestreams.  

Mentation through dreams quickens spiritual power in the soul, producing spiritual action on the 
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the whole Mandala.2  The esse.  Mandalas free one from concepts of the past and are closely 

related to dreams; a uniting process that leads to the transcendent.  The mandala opens the 

parabolic chain of consciousness which is united to the myth consciousness.  A symbolic decoder 

becomes a myth decoder leading to decoding other lifestreams.3 

Mandala (angular shapes) - yang; anguish. 4 

Mandala (flowing shapes) - yin; acceptance. 5 

Mango (ark) - symbol of grace to be earned; healthy life force; to see or eat a mango in your 

dream, symbolizes fertility; sexual desires; lust.  Mango is the feminine fruit of the West and 

indicates that one has made contact with a Lemurian memory. 

Mantram - the sounding of word-combinations to dissolve karma, tension and fear.  A mantram 

contains molecular energy particles of light.  A mantram spoken with love and absolute belief is a 

freeing way. 

Marching (ark) - discipline of the will. 

Marlin (fish) - a disciple with deep emotions and somber temperament, willing to accept 

discipline. 

Mars (dc) - power to heal; initiated in high places; agape spirit; inner hearing; cup instrument in 

Mars; ruby; iron; sound travels through iron on the sound current through music.  Scorpio is 

ruled by Mars. 

Merchant - one learns to gain the great prize of the spiritual pearl.6 

Market (merchant scene) (dc) - tested by money; to pay the price for the great spiritual pearl.   

Marriage - indicates that one is being initiated that he may unite with the higher self.  (Higher 

self - the eternal reality telepathies.) The marriage symbol in a dream is the most powerful 

symbol of all symbols, for it is an assurance that one has truly entered the path or the walk in the 

light.  The marriage symbology defines one’s state of evolvement and attitude toward the 

spiritual life. 

 

physical planes. The spiritual art of concentration, contemplation and meditation leads one to 

mentation. .Ann Ree Colton, Watch Your Dreams, p. 396-7. 
2Ann Ree Colton, Dream Clinic. 
3Adaptation from the work of Ann Ree Colton (1981) Mandala. 
4Ann Ree Colton (1981) Mandala. 
5Ibid. 
6Ann Ree Colton, Consciousness Power. 
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Marriage (bride) - to be a bride in the night is to make union with the higher self.   

Marriage (bridegroom) - to meet the bridegroom in the night indicates that one is under Christ 

Jesus’ blessing.   

Marriage (raiment) - initiation of the feminine polarity being united with the masculine polarity 

to become a bride of Christ. 

Map (ark) - to dream that you see or are studying a map signifies that you are being guided and 

led in a direction that will fulfill your soul needs and goals.  

Mary - miracle telepathy; levitation powers; transmutation powers; visitation power through 

command of the four-body eternal atoms; to see Mary is to touch the Second Heaven and to 

commune with the Most High Saints who are under her charge and the charge of her Son.  Her 

symbol and her signs are more often contained at high noon each day. (IS) - an intercessor for a 

miracle. (Philosophy of Niscience ‘72) - a projection of Divine Mother. 

Mary - to dream of Mary is to be cleansed, purified of hostilities. 

Mary - to see her in a vision is to be blessed with very special sanctification powers. 

Mask - the expression of the personality in the physical world.ii 

Mastiff - an over display of loyalty; too much affection; an untidy or large person. 

Masters or Great or Immortals (IS) - instruction telepathies.  They work to keep the disciple on 

the Path; to bring unmanifested ideas. 

MASTERS or GREAT IMMORTALS: 

Master M (El Morya):  Will - Light Stream #1 (IS) - book; transparent crystal-like staff; 

golden wedding ring; hourglass; archetypal tree; diamond; unicorn; grain of rice; golden 

bowknot - if one has earned protective telepathy; a silver bowknot - if one is under discipline; 

owl; owl looking east - disciple is remembering eastern lives; owl looking west - disciple  has 

opened the Christ Light within his mind; owl looking south - disciple is yet bound by ancestry; 

owl looking north - disciple is to be sent to a new polarity requiring him to pioneer in a new 

spiritual theme.   

The Venerable One:  Devotion - Light Stream #2 (IS) - white staff; pink rose; white 

dove flying in rosy light; ruby; acorn; grain of corn. 

Master Serapis:  Order - Light Stream #3 (IS) - Solomon’s Seal; three interlinked loops; 

amber stone; amber staff; dove flying in orange amber light; Star of David; stalk of millet grain. 

Master K.H.:  Law - Light Stream #4 (IS) - jeweled throne chair; Hippocrates’ symbol or 
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a serpent on a cross; red rose; surgeon’s bowl and white towel; emerald; dove flying in etheric 

Neptunian green light; grain of rye; indigo blue light. 

Master Hilarion:  Science - Light Stream #5 (IS) - white butterfly; symbol of Uranus; 

sapphire; dove flying in sapphire blue light; grain of oats. 

Jesus:  Healing - Light Stream #6 (IS) - shepherd’s staff; seamless garment; fish; loaf of 

bread; table with white cloth; white dove; dove in violet light; cross; crown of thorns; small boat 

with white sails; open tomb; white pearl; door; white seamless robe; healing hand; sandal; Christ 

child; ring of gold. 

Master R (aka St. Germaine):  Ritual - Light Stream #7 (IS) - white rose; African violet; 

scales; pyramid; obelisk; eagle; phoenix bird; amethyst stone; dove flying in amethyst light; key; 

grain of wheat; bunch of grapes. (Incarnated as Noah of the Bible.)7 

Master’s hand (IS) - to shake the Master’s hand in a dream is to be accepted as a probationer; to 

make a covenant to accept one’s karmic cleansing and thereby render a service to aid in the soul 

liberation of others. 

Master (kisses one on the cheek) (IS) - means the one being kissed has become accepted as a 

disciple or initiate. The initiate should be prepared thereafter to render the kiss of communication 

and salvation to all others. 

Master K.H. (vision of Great Being at top of staircase) (IS) - Master K.H. (Koot Hoomi) leads 

one up to healing work; to be trained in night healing; to blend with Hippocrates’ ethic in 

healing; to learn etheric healing techniques.  A surgeon’s bowl and towel; a red ruby, a red rose, a 

surgeon’s scalpel; geometrical designs; the initiate is being trained in the techniques of etheric 

anatomy and solar light healing. 

Master (Oriental who works with #33) (ark) - when one sees a hologram of light of an oriental 

master who works with #33 dressed in a seamless white robe, one is being shown that the 

seamless garment of Jesus, centered in the Third Heaven, is being sent to the dreamer in Second 

Heaven.  (See accompanying symbols for deeper understanding of the significance of this and 

how Jesus is working with you).   

Mattress - lesser etheric body. 

Mattress (lying on) - a mattress in the night indicates one still has some attachment mentally to 

 
7Ann Ree Colton, Consciousness Power. 
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his lesser etheric body and physical body in the night and is thinking of himself as physical 

rather than spiritual. 

Maya - a creation of the Prakriti System (Supreme Nature) within which Divine Mother dwells.  

She is not female - she represents the Feminine Principle.  Gravity and Karma reaches up to the 

First Heaven, as well as Maya.8 Veils of sleep where one can only see through the senses.9 

Meat - animal sacrifice; research into killing as a sin; also means study of more advanced 

spiritual instruction. 

Mechanic (ark) - repairs to the heart or love body. 

Medallion (made up of eyes) (IS) - Seraphim Angel. 

Meditation (397) - the spiritual art of concentration, contemplation and meditation leads one to 

mentation. 

Merchant - one learns to gain the great prize of the spiritual pearl.10 

Mending (a physical object) (355) - mending any physical object in a dream indicates that one is 

agreeing to set out on the task of retracing his steps.  The object in the dream, used as a symbol, 

holds the code key to what one is mending. 

Metal (ark) - mental discipline.  (Note type of metal for deeper understanding.) 

Metal (in a rainbow of metallic colors) (ark) - mental discipline of thoughts relating to the plane 

of Nature and the vibrational life existing in Nature. 

Metal grid (black) (ark) - dangerous maya enclosure. 

Metal grill (silver) (ark) - manifesting moon power or vitality (cleansing, healing and purifying 

fire) through vertical thinking or discipline. 

Mentation - a knowing dimensional-consciousness. Mentation is a divine gift of understanding 

accompanied by a pictured fourth and fifth dimensional vision earned through the soul’s action  

in past lives. 

Merry-go-round (ktk) - circus of the world; the worldly way. 

Mermaid (ark) - the soul; transformative powers; one who has obtained mastery of the lower 

astral sea.  (Philosophy of Niscience by Arc ‘72):  Mastery of the astral means to bring the 

emotions to one-pointedness; to tame the undulating wave of the serpent into a straight line or 

 
8Ann Ree Colton (1972), Philosophy of Niscience. 
9Ann Ree Colton, Faith. 
10Ann Ree Colton, Consciousness Power. 
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glass.  The astral sea then becomes a sea of glass where we transcend through seeing through the 

glass rather than becoming a wave of emotion.  The astral has a down pulling force called Satan 

or the adversary by some. 

Metal (ark) - mental discipline.  (Note type of metal for deeper understanding.) 

Metatron (dc) – the Archangel that brings one into timing. 

Meteor / Meteorite (arck) - lower solar rays.  In the solar plexus, lower solar rays fall like 

meteors.11 

Mexican (black hair) - Tribal genesis. 

Mice - symbol of poverty; fear of poverty. 

Microphone (ark) - magnification. 

Midnight blue - pertains to discipline of thoughts. 

Midwife (ark) - the person in the dream is acting as a midwife in the birth of the Higher Self of 

another person. 

Midwife (to birth of energy in the form of white light) (ark) - one is being assisted by a midwife 

in the birth of a spiritual creation. 

Milk - spiritual truths in their first phases.  

Milk (beverage) - to receive of the lesser mysteries; also, a strength token from Divine Mother.  

Milk (crystal) (ark) - higher astral world spiritual truths in their first phases.   

Milk (mother’s) - milk produced from the suffering endured in childbirth; the milk of kindness.12 

Milk (yogurt) (ark) - fermented spiritual truths in their first phases. 

Millet (stalk of grain) (IS) - Master Serapis:  Order - Light Stream #3. 

Mint (319) - for the healing of the undisciplined; mint is the healer of the etheric esophagus. 

Mirror - one encounters the mirrors in the Hall of Judgment in dreams.  Here one sees himself as 

he appears to others.  In the night, one becomes his own judge and jury in the Hall of Judgment.  

One is cleansed when he accepts what the mirror reveals to him. From this comes wisdom to 

forbear and forgive.   

Missile - leaving the body at night. 

Mistletoe - a symbol of initiation into the darker Celtic rites.  One who dreams of mistletoe is 

being warned against pagan orgies and their dangers. 

 
11Ann Ree Colton, Consciousness Power. 
12Ann Ree Colton, Faith. 
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Moccasins (on both feet) (ark) - one who is walking a path of harmlessness. 

Moccasins (worn with difficulty) (ark) - if worn with difficulty or hesitancy, indicates reluctant 

feet, or some conflict in clarification in walking the path of harmlessness. 

Molasses - to be stuck in error. 

Money (ark) - represents energy or the amount of energy needed to acquire a spiritual gift, 

healing or to pay off karma. 

Moon - the moon’s elixir gives off a silver-white light to the inner eye. When one opens this 

elixir, he receives a healing, cleansing and purifying fire.  All initiates undergo the silver or moon 

initiation before they can experience the direct, divine, prismatic cosmic rays stepped down 

through seeing.  The lunar-brain initiation occurs in the solar plexus. (See pg. 114 of Watch 

Your Dreams for more info.) 

Moon Sphere - lesser abyss trials (also known as the Moon’s Reflected Sphere Initiations). 

Mongoose - a fearless astral guardian who combats negative action; a guardian against the subtle 

dark. 

Monk or Nun - symbol of renunciation or adoration. 

Monk or Nun (to see oneself as) - when one sees himself as a monk or nun in a dream 

experience, it means that he has had a cloistered life in another lifestream.  After this dream-

vision one can enter into a depth of self-understanding as to why he has healthy or unhealthy 

attitudes toward religion, sex, or sharing.  If he has failed to fulfill his vows, he will be rebellious 

in one of these areas. If he has been truly devout, he will unite with these powers in the present 

life. 

Monk (in brown) - a monk robed in brown seen in a dream indicates a division in spiritual 

groups, societies or fraternities.  The brown monk is a cowled, divisive, astral agent, appearing 

only when a group is ready to be initiated and sifted.   

Monk (in white) - indicates a white brother.  The White Brother work with the risen and the 

unrisen dead.   

Monk (in blue) - a blue habit or monk’s robe minus a cowl indicates a brother of the Illuminati 

Cloisters.  These Cloisters are under the direction and influence of St. Luke, the apostle.  One 

sees a monk in a dream in a blue habit when he has come under the Illuminati monitors.  

Thereafter, he will begin a true work of creation for God.  All blue-robed Illuminati Brothers 

have been artisans or creators in the earth.  They inspire men in earth to create and to serve God. 
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Monkey - in its lower primal aspect, relates to one’s instinctual nature; it represents the misuse 

of speech or conversation through gossip and deception.  When seen in dreams or meditation, 

one is being warned that he is using the divided speech, trivial thinking, chattering needlessly, or 

speaking mischievously or maliciously.   One is being shown that he possesses the cunning 

monkey-thinking, and he is jumping from limb to limb in his thought process. The higher side or 

more kindly aspect of the monkey symbol, seen when one is undergoing purification of the 

sexual or second chakra, one contacts the greater myth-symbols and dramas of the monkey god, 

Hanuman.  This symbol indicates that one should render service to God and become a 

Householder karma-yogi or yogini.  Sexual purity in the family environment comes when one 

dedicates his family experience in blood kin or brotherhood as a selfless service for God. 

Monument - symbolic memory or representation of another time that is honored.  (Note the type 

of monument for more clarification.) 

Mop - to meet issues with force and industry. 

Mopping / Scrubbing (the floor on knees) - a symbol that one is learning humility. 

Moses (the horns of) - represents power through the law and vision.13 

Mosquito - astral, negative thoughts devitalizing the initiative.  Many mosquitos mean many 

enemies. 

Motel / Hotel - a symbol of transit or temporary residence state of consciousness; indicates that 

one feels disoriented and displaced. 

Moth - a destructive and disintegrating astral visitant; one who is attracted to the light and fails. 

Mother - can represent the Teacher. 

Mother (celestial) (ark) - Divine Mother. 

Mother and Child (IS) - Mary. 

Motor - to see a motor in a dream indicates that one is uniting with the functions of his heart.  If 

the motor needs repairs, he is being guided to watch his affections, love and forgiving. 

Motor (running) (ark) - one is operating from their heart or love body. 

Motorcycle (ark) - use of the higher will.  Traveling on a motorcycle in a dream means one is 

researching the level of progress as to the functioning of his heart.   

Mouse - sickness caused by an infection.  (See Mice). 

 
13Ann Ree Colton, The Subconscious and the Ten Commandments. 
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Mouse (red) (ark) - sickness caused by a blood infection. 

Mouse (green) (ark) - healing of a sickness due to infection. 

Mountain - primitive energy; unused energy which one is to take into himself and master; 

potential spiritual power to be manifested; also indicates a climb or rise or effort to be made in 

attaining spiritual powers. 

Mountain (climbing) (jm) - the Illumination Process toward union with the Godhead.14 

Mountain (going down) - indicates one has attained spiritual power from climbing the spiritual 

mountain. 

Mountain (in back of a waterfall) (oi) - the sacred door. 15 

Mountain (snowcapped) - snow on a mountain indicates contact with the Himalayan Masters. 

Mountain (top of) - mastered primitive energy; mastered energy that one has taken into himself; 

manifested spiritual power also indicates a climb, rise or effort that has been made in attaining 

spiritual powers. 

Mouth (ark) - organ of assimilation; portal for sacred oration. 

Movie Camera / Filming (ark) - to preserve instruction or a lesson. 

Movie Projection Equipment (ark) - visual aid for communication or instruction from the 

Master. 

Movie (viewing) - instruction from the Master. 

Mud - slander, scandal, persecution; to be mired is to be in a karmic situation of soil and 

unhappiness.  Also, a scandal with an unpleasant outcome.  Wet earth or mud indicates that one 

must extricate himself from an unsavory situation in health, mind, morals. 

Mud (dried mud or dirt) (ark) - one has extricated himself from an unsavory situation in health, 

mind, morals.   

Mud (mud filled river) (ark) - humanity is to be mired in a karmic situation of soil and 

unhappiness.  Wet earth or mud indicates that humanity must extricate itself from an unsavory 

situation in health, mind, morals. 

Mud (kneeling in) (ark) - a symbol that one is learning humility. 

Mummy (ark) – preservation of the ancient past. 

Muscles (including pulse points of the body, heartbeat, cells, veins, nerves, arteries, glands, 

 
14Jonathan Murro, The Path of Virtue, p. 98. 
15Ann Ree Colton, Omnipresence Identification. 
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organs) (234) - etheric energy in the lesser etheric body. 

Mushrooms - a psychic symbol of lower astral growth; psychic exposure to dangers for the 

dreamer.   

Mushroom (poisonous) - symbol of negation growth. 

Music (bar of) (IS) - Cherubim Angel. 

Music (brass instruments) - influenced by the planetary rays of Mars, relates to power, force and 

levitation. 

Music (celestial) - music of the spheres is the higher planetary tones made audible to the true 

inner ear of the spiritual body.  The fourth plane of the astral world is the beginning of the First 

Heaven.  In the higher regions of the fourth plane of the astral world may be heard the divine 

cosmic music. 

Music (drums) (ark) - tribal genesis expression. 

Music (emotional pathos) - all music expressing emotional pathos is induced by the Divine-

Mother principle. 

Music (etheric) - condensed etheric music resounds into the expanded vibrational hearing of the 

initiate who has attunement with universal hearing or cosmic music. 

Music (Father Principle) - all music such as Beethoven, Grieg, Handel and Sebelius. 

Music (folk) - folk music and dancing unite one with the generation archetypes and the memory 

of ancestral streams expressed in families and locales. 

Music (guitar) - present day music such as jazz, ragtime and rock and roll correlate to lesser self-

genesis birth in the Western world.  Such music is emotionally charged ego music. It is sent from 

the Cherubim Angels that men may break free from crystallized patterns of former geneses 

laggardness.   

Music (harp) - is an illuminative instrument and relates to the Wind Devas of the angelic stream.   

Music (opera) - singing of music in dramatic form, such as opera, dissolves certain karmic 

molds of human conduct.   

Music (organ) - is a power instrument.  Mastery of the organ by an initiate unites him with the 

great Masters.   

Music (piano) - is a will instrument, freeing the will of the player and healing procrastination 

tendencies in the hearer. 

Music (present day) - present day music such as jazz, ragtime and rock and roll correlate to 
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lesser self-genesis birth in the Western world.  Such music is emotionally charged ego music. It 

is sent from the Cherubim Angels that men may break free from crystallized patterns of former 

geneses laggardness.  When the waking ear constantly hears the beat of ego-charged music, this 

over stimulates the glandular system and produces amorality. It is important that one 

accompanying the hearing of such music with the movement of his body or else he will be 

surcharged with over concentration of the physical and psychical aspects of the lower audible 

sound.   

Music (singing) - one unites with the cherubim angelic helps through the cherubim music.  In 

the night, mind and soul contact with the audible sound currents through music enables one to 

rise into the higher spheres and realms of light, contacting the spiritual arteries of instruction. 

Music (viola, violin and cello) - are over directed by the Cherubim Angels.   

Music (symphony) - to hear a symphony or to participate in symphonic music is to free mass 

karma of peoples, countries or nations. 

Music (sharps and flats producing dissonant sounds) - unite one with the subconscious realm 

influenced by the audible sound. 

Musical or Spectacle - provides the means to hold sustained alignment of the higher etheric 

body to witness the dream drama.iii 

Musical scale - one unites with the seven key tones of the inner ear’s tuning fork. 

MUSICAL NOTES: 

• A - represents creation, wonder, reverence, awe, self-denial, renunciation. 

• B - represents Lord, I believe; heal Thou me. 

• C - releases the discovery power and the seeing-consciousness. 

• D - frees true desiring, effort, sacredness, devotion, discipline. (Correlates to Gemini) 

• E - frees the will to relate to the power of God and the Will of God. 

• F - attunes one to the Father, to healing of the impossible, to adoration of the Supreme 

One. 

• G - unites one with the Christ. (Correlates to Sagittarius) 

• All minor notes - enable one to unite with the Seraphim Angels. 

Musical sound (heard in the inner ear) (IS) - Cherubim Angel; sounders of the soundless into 

musics. 

Mustard - to overcome moon-tide weakness occurring during the dark of the moon; the mustard 
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seed allegory. 
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i.   Ann Ree Colton, The Contributor, Vo1., No. 15, p. 109. 
ii.   Ann  Ree Colton, Vision for the Future,  p. 58. 
iii.   Ann Ree Colton. The Contributor, Vol. 1., No. 15. P. 110. 


